A topological invariant, analogous to the linking number as defined in knot theory, is defined for pairs of digital closed paths of Z 3 . This kind of invariant is very useful for proofs which involve homotopy classes of digital paths. Indeed, it can be used for example in order to state the connection between the tunnels in an object and the ones in its complement. Even if its definition is not as immediate as in the continuous case it has the good property that it is immediately computable from the coordinates of the voxels of the paths with no need of a regular projection. The aim of this paper is to state and prove that the linking number has the same property as its continuous analogue: it is invariant under any homotopic deformation of one of the two paths in the complement of the other.
Introduction
The digital fundamental group, as introduced by Kong in [6] , involves equivalence classes of paths according to a relation of deformation for digital closed paths. It is an important tool in the field of digital topology and in particular, it is used as a criterion of topology preservation for 3D digital objects (see [7] , [2] and [5] ). Now, the question remains about the existence of an efficiently computable characterization of the homotopy between subsets of Z 3 . Here, homotopy links two subsets of Z 3 when one can be ontained from the other by sequential deletion or addition of simple points. Such a difficult question cannot be solved today because of the lack of theoretical tools, notably for studying the topology of three dimensional discrete objects. In particular, we should provide new tools dedicated to the study of homotopy classes of discrete paths.
Several authors have been studying homotopy classes of paths in 2D. Rosenfeld and Nakamura in [10] have, among other things, established the relation between 2D holes and the fact that two curves can or cannot be deformed one into each other. In [8] ,
Malgouyres gives an algorithm to decide whether two closed paths in 2D are homotopic or not. In [4] and [3] the authors have introduced a new tool which helps in distinguishing homotopy classes of paths drawn on the surface of a 3D object (paths of surfels). One purpose of this paper is to provide sufficient conditions under which a discrete closed path in an object X ⊂ Z 3 cannot be deformed in X into another one.
More precisely, we introduce an analogue to the linking number of closed curves defined in classical topology and knot theory (see [9] ). Intuitively, the linking number counts the number of times a given closed path is interlaced with another one. The digital linking number has the same properties as its continuous analogue. A very intuitive one is that it is left unchanged when one of the considered paths is continuously deformed in the complement of the other. Furthermore, as a step of the proof, we also prove that the linking number well behaves with respect to concatenation of paths, i.e., the linking number between the concatenation of two closed path and a third one is nothing but the sum of their linking numbers with the third one. Because of its invariance property, the linking number can be practically and formally used to distinguish two homotopy classes of paths as soon as one can find a path which does not have the same linking number with two elements, one in each of the considered classes.
Since the digital linking number is expected to be invariant under homotopic deformation of the paths in the complement of each other, it will be defined for paths following the classical duality for adjacencies. Clearly, two closed and linked 26−paths can be unlinked by an homotopic deformation of one in the complement of the other whereas this cannot occur between a 26−path and a 6−path.
Note that in this paper, we chose not to consider the continuous analogues of the dicrete paths in order to prove the main properties of the linking number. On the other hand, the proof given here for the main theorems is self sufficient and only uses the basic notions classically defined in the field of digital topology.
Furthermore, this linking number leads to an intuitive proof of the fact that the number of tunnels in an object X ⊂ Z 3 is strictly related to the number of tunnels in its complement (this is the subject of [5] ). Indeed, the number of tunnels mentionned here must be understood as the number given by the computation of the Euler characteristic. In this case, the equality between the two numbers is immediate. However, the localization of the tunnels is not provided by the Euler characteristic and for this reason, the use of the digital fundamental group is sometimes preferable. But a connection between tunnels of an object and tunnels of its complement is then difficult to obtain and the linking number will help in this case. Indeed, as an example, it has already allowed the authors to state a new characterization of 3D simple points in which no consideration about tunnels in the complement of an object is used. Indeed, the preservation of tunnels in the object, together with connectivity considerations, is then shown to be sufficient [5] .
Definitions and preliminaries

Basic notions
In this paper, we consider objects as subsets of the 3 dimensional space Z 3 . Elements of Z can be seen as a unit cube centered at a point with integer coordinates v = (i, j, k) ∈ Z 3 . Now, we can define some binary symmetric anti-reflexive relations between voxels. Two voxels are said 6−adjacent if they share a face, 18−adjacent if they share an edge and 26−adjacent if they share a vertex. By transitive closure of these adjacency relations, we can define another one: connectivity between voxels. We first define an n-path π with a length l from a voxel a to a voxel b in O ⊂ Z 3 as a sequence of voxels (y i ) i=0...l such that for 0 ≤ i < l the voxel y i is n-adjacent or equal to y i+1 , with y 0 = a and y l = b. The path π is a closed path if y 0 = y l and is called a simple path if y i ̸ = y j when i ̸ = j (except for y 0 and y l if the path is closed). The voxels y 0 and y l are called the extremities of π even in the case when the path is closed and we denote by π * the set of voxels of π.
Given a path π = (y k ) k=0,...,l , we denote by π −1 the sequence (y
. . , l}. Now we can define connectivity; two voxels a and b are called n-connected in an object O if there exists an n-path π from a to b in O. This is an equivalence relation between voxels of O, and the n−connected components of an object O are equivalence classes of voxels according to this relation. Using this equivalence relation on the complement of an object we can define a background component of O as an n−connected component of O.
In order to avoid topological paradoxes, we always study the topology of an object using an n−adjacency for the object and a complementary adjacency n for its complement. We sum up this by the use of a pair (n, n) ∈ {(6, 26), (6+, 18), (18, 6+), (26, 6)}. Remark that the notation 6+ is used in order to distinguish the 6−connectivity associated with the 26−connectivity from the (6+)−connectivity associated with the 18−connectivity. 
Homotopic deformation of paths
We have mentioned in the introduction the notion of the continuous deformation of digital paths. The precise meaning of this notion is given by the two following definitions (see also [6] and [1] ). 
Definition 2.2 (Elementary deformation)
The linking number
In this section, we define the linking number between two closed paths of voxels which do no intersect one each other. This number is nothing but the linking number of the continuous analogue of the two digital curves as defined in knot theory. This linking number counts the number of times a given closed path is interlaced around another one. Since our further goal is to apply this tool to prove theorems about topology in a digital space, we are interested by the linking number between a closed n−path and a closed n−path where (n, n) ∈ {(6+, 18), (6, 26) , (18, 6+), (26, 6)} (see the remark in the introduction about two closed 26−paths). We give three examples of pairs of closed paths and their associated linking numbers in Figure 2 . Classically, the linking number is computed by algebraically counting the occurrences of crosses like those depicted in Figure 1 in a 2 dimensional regular projection of the paths (see [9] ). In our case, we define the linking number in such a way that it can be immediately obtained by integer only computations using the coordinates of the voxels constituting the paths. For example, the linking number can be computed immediately for paths as depicted by Figure 3 . We give the basic idea of the computation in this case. First, we choose to compute the linking number using a "pseudo-2D" projection of the two paths on the plane which contains the first two coordinates axes. Then we observe that the only voxel of the grey path which has a common projection with some white voxels (exactly four ones) is the point x i . Then, we look for voxels of the white path which have a greater third coordinate than x i and the same projection as x i (as the voxels a and b in Figure 3) . For each such voxel, a contribution depending on the position of the next and previous voxel of the white path which have a distinct projection from x i is computed. In this example, the two contributions of the voxels a and b will have opposite signs. The sum of these contributions is the linking number between the two paths, zero in this case. 4 We will denote by P the following map:
In order to define a single contribution for each sequence of voxels the projection of which is reduced to a point, we first define the predecessor and successor of a voxel in a path. 
Definition 2.5 (Pred and
Now we can define the projective movement associated with a subscript in a path, which depicts the position of the predecessor and the successor of a voxel in the projective plane. Then, we must also define the left and right sides in a projective movement in order to define "oriented projective intersections".
Definition 2.7 (Left and right)
..,q be an n−path and V be the set introduced in Definition 2.6. One can parameterize the points of V using the counterclockwise order around the point (0, 0). Then, given a projective movement P = P c (i), we define the two sets Left(P) and Right(P) as follows:
Right(P) is the set of points met when looking after points of V from P Pred to P Succ following the counterclockwise order on V , excluding P Succ and P Pred .
Left(P) is the set of points met when looking after points of V from P Succ to P
Pred
following the counterclockwise order on V , excluding P Succ and P Pred .
Notation 2.8 In the following we say that two paths π and c satisfy the property H(π, c)
if π is a closed n−path for n ∈ {6, 6+} and c is a closed n−path such that c
In the sequel of the paper we consider n ∈ {6, 6+}.
Definition 2.9 (Direct Contribution to the linking number)
..,q be two closed paths such that H(π, c) holds. We define as follows 
the projective movements associated with the subscripts i and k (note that in this case Pred
π (k) = k − 1 and Pred c (i) = i − 1): -If P Pred π = P Succ π then W π,c (k, i) = 0, -otherwise W π,c (k, i) = W − π,c (k, i) + W + π,c (k, i) where W − π,c (k, i) = −0.5 if P Pred c ∈ Left(P π ), W + π,c (k, i) = −0.5 if P Succ c ∈ Right(P π ), W − π,c (k, i) = 0.5 if P Pred c ∈ Right(P π ), W + π,c (k, i) = 0.5 if P Succ c ∈ Left(P π ), W − π,c (k, i) = 0 otherwise. W + π,c (k, i) = 0 otherwise.L π,c = p−1 ∑ k=0 q−1 ∑ i=0 W π,c (k, i) (1)For i ∈ [0, q], L π π,c (i) = p−1 ∑ k=0 W π,c (k, i) and for k ∈ [0, p], L c π,c (k) = q−1 ∑ i=0 W π,c (k, i).
Main properties
Now, we state the two main results which are proved in this paper about the invariance of the linking number up to an homotopic deformation of any the two paths. These very intuitive results, again very close to the similar results of the continuous case are proved in this paper by using technical but very simple considerations about integer coordinates of points.
Theorem 2.12
Let π and π ′ be two closed n−paths (n ∈ {6, 6+}) and c be a closed n−path of
Theorem 2.13
Let π be a closed n−path (n ∈ {6, 6+}), let c and c
As an illustration, one can be convinced that any 18−homotopic deformation of the 18−closed white path of Figure 2 (b) in the complement of the 6−closed grey path cannot change the linking number associated with the two paths.
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In this section, we give the definition of the indirect contribution to the linking number which allows to compute the linking number by looking after voxels of the 18 or 26−path and counting the crossings with the projection of the 6−path. This leads to an equivalent definition of the linking number, which allows to prove in a very similar way two propositions about an additive property of the linking number by concatenation of the paths (Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.4 of this section). This additive property will be used in the next section to prove the two main theorems of this paper. 
An equivalent definition of the linking number
• otherwise, let P π = P π (k) and P c = P c (i) be the projective movements associated with the subscripts i and k: will either both belong to the same side of P c or be 
Remark 3.3 From Lemma 3.2 we have:
L π,c = ∑ q−1 i=0 ∑ p−1 k=0 M c,π (i, k). Furthermore,
it is readily seen that the linking number is not dependent to the choice of a parameterization for any of the two paths as soon as its orientation is preserved.
The concatenation property
Proposition 3.4 Let π 1 , π 2 be two closed n−paths with the same extremity and c be a closed n−path such that H(c, π 1 ) and
The proof of Proposition 3.4 is based on an identification between terms in the expressions of the three linking numbers L π 1 .π 2 ,c , L π 1 ,c and L π 2 ,c as double sums of indirect contributions (see Remark 3.3). In order to increase the readability of this paper, this proof is given in the appendix. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4 (see Appendix) but uses the definition of the linking number as the sum of the direct contributions
Proof of the main theorems
Independence up to a deformation of the 6/(6+)−path
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.12 in the case when (n, n) ∈ {(6+, 18), (6, 26)}. The main idea of the proof is that a homotopic deformation of 6−paths or (6+)−paths can be achieved by insertion/deletion of simple closed loops included in a cube or a square (like depicted in Figure 6 ). Then, proving that such small n−paths have a linking number of 0 with any other n−path will be sufficient to prove the main theorem by using Proposition 3.4. Again, all the simple (6+)−loops in a 2 × 2 × 2 cube from a point p are depicted in Figure 6 up to a choice of p and a choice of a parameterization. The proof, also given in the appendix, is then similar to the one of Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.12: From Proposition 4.2 it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.12 in the case when π and π ′ are the same up to a simple n−loop insertion/deletion (n ∈ {6, 6+}). In this case, let us suppose that π = π 1 .(x).π 2 and π ′ = π 1 .γ.π 2 where γ is a simple loop from x to x included in a 2 × 2 × 2 cube C (in a 2 × 2 square if (n, n) = (6, 26)). Since the linking number is invariant under any order preserving change of parameterization we have 
In case ii) is satisfied we denote c ≡ TBS c
′ .
Proof: i)
⇐ ii) is obvious since the insertion/deletion of a back and forth, a triangle or a square is a particular case of elementary 18−deformation. i) ⇒ ii) Conversely, from Proposition 4.2, if c ′ and c are 18−homotopic, then there exists a sequence of simple 18−loop insertions/deletions which leads from c to c ′ . We prove that each step of simple 18−loop insertion/deletion can be achieved by a sequence of back and forth, triangle or square insertions/deletions.
Let γ be a simple 18−loop in a 2 × 2 × 2 cube. By an induction on the length of γ, we show that γ can be reduced to a single voxel by a sequence of back and forth, triangle or square insertions/deletions. This will indeed prove that any simple 18−loop can be obtained by a sequence of insertions/deletions of back and forths, squares or triangles in a path reduced to a single voxel. Note that each step of this sequence only involves voxels of the loop γ so that the intermediate paths do belong to X.
Let γ = γ 0 be any simple closed 18−loop, then given γ k we must distinguish several cases:
• γ k is reduced to a single voxel, there is nothing to prove in this case.
• If γ k has a length 2, say γ k = (x, y, x), then γ k+1 = (x) can be obtained by a back and forth deletion.
• If γ k has a length 3, say γ k = (x, y, z, x), then γ k+1 = (x) can be obtained by a triangle deletion.
• If γ k has a length l > 3, then we distinguish two cases: -If there exists no subsequence (x, y, z) in γ k such that x is 18−adjacent to z. Then, in this case we prove that γ is a 18−square (i.e., one of the loops of Figure 8 ). Indeed, we have depicted in Figure 7 a 2 × 2 × 2 cube. Suppose that γ has a length l > 3 and no triangle. Let us consider any two consecutive voxels of γ; up to a rotation these two voxels may have the configuration of the couple (a, b) or (a, h) of Figure 7 . First, suppose that the two consecutive voxels have the same configuration as a and b in Figure 7 and try to extend this part of a simple 18−loop taking care not to add a voxel which would be 18−adjacent to the predecessor of its predecessor. Then, the only kind of loop you can obtain is the loop depicted in Figure 8(c) . By the same way, trying to extend the sequence (a, h) into a simple 18−loop will also lead to the path depicted in Figure 8(c) . Finally, γ k is a square which obviously can be removed by a square deletion into a path γ k+1 reduced to a single voxel.
In all cases, we can obtain a path γ k+1 with a length either lower than l or equal to 1 by insertions/deletions of back and forths, triangles or squares. By induction, it is clear that there must exist an integer h such that γ h is reduced to a single voxel. Then, any simple 18−loop can be inserted of removed in a closed 18−path by a sequence of triangle, back and forth or square insertions/deletions. This finishes proving that i) ⇒ ii). 
-Case of a square of the kind depicted in Figures 8(c 
Conclusion
A new tool for studying topological properties of objects in Z 3 has been introduced. This tool, the linking number, has the same properties as its continuous analogue. A proof of its most important properties is given with no need of the use of notions of the continuous case. Indeed, the proof given here needs no more tools than those exposed in the first section of the paper. The very few notions of digital topology which are used here show that some strong properties can be proved with the only use of the digital theoretical framework. Furthermore, an application of the linking number to prove a new -and more concise -characterization of 3D simple points can be found in [5] and gives an effective example of the use of this new tool in order to prove results in the field of digital topology.
Appendix Proof of Proposition 3.4:
and let π 1 .π 2 = (y 0 , . . . , y p 1 +p 2 ). From Definition 2.10, we have to prove that
More precisely, it is sufficient to prove that L
. From Definition 2.9, both terms of the previous equality are equal to zero if P(x i−1 ) = P(x i ) or if P(x i−1 ) = P(x Succc(i) ). Therefore, we have to investigate the case when the projective movement P = P c (i) (see Definition 2.9) is not trivial in the sense that P Pred ̸ = P Succ .
In this case, we prove that:
• If both π 1 and π 2 are closed paths the projection of which is reduced to a single point, i.e., P(
• If the path π 2 has a projection reduced to a single point (i.e., Succ π 2 (0) = 0) and π 1 has a projection which is not reduced to a single point (i.e., Succ π 1 (0) ̸ = 0) then L π 2 ,c = 0 and we prove that L π 1 ,c = L π 1 .π 2 ,c . Indeed, in this case and for any i ∈ [0, q]:
But from the definition of Succ π 1 .π 2 (0) and Pred π 1 .π 2 (0) and due to the fact that the indirect contribution of a couple (k, i) is equal to 0 in the case when P(y k ) = P(y k−1 ) we obtain that:
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We also observe that: Pred π 1 (0) + 1) . Finally, y Succπ 1 .π 2 (Predπ 1 .π 2 (0)+1) = z Succπ 1 (Predπ 1 (0)+1) . From the definition of the contribution to the linking number we obtain: Pred π 1 (0) + 1) .
From the definition of Succ π 1 (0) and Pred π 1 (0) and the fact that the contribution of a couple (k, i) is equal to 0 in the case when P(z k ) = P(z k−1 ) we have:
Due to the expression of L π 1 .π 2 π 1 .π 2 ,c (i) set above, and due to the fact that the sequence of voxels of π 1 appears in π 1 .π 2 between Succ π 1 .π 2 (0) and Pred π 1 .π 2 (0):
• The case when Succ π 1 (0) = 0 and Succ π 2 (0) ̸ = 0 is similar.
• In the case when none of the paths π 1 and π 2 has a projection reduced to a single point (i.e., Succ π 1 (0) ̸ = 0 and Succ π 2 (0) ̸ = 0).
Then, following the same considerations as in the previous case we show that: hal-00338931, version 1 -6 Jun 2013
Then, the sum in equation (2.2) is equal to the second sum in (2.3).
There remains to prove that M c,π 
-Case of Figure 6 (f) We set c = (x i ) i=0,...,q , π = (y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 = y 0 ), P = {P(y 0 ), P(y 1 ), P(y 2 ), P(y 3 )} and
It is sufficient to prove prove that for any
is equal to 0. One can choose an orientation for the path π but in all cases we observe that for all
and there is nothing else to prove. In the second case one can consider some a 0 < . . . < a l+1 such that: hal-00338931, version 1 -6 Jun 2013
By construction of the intervals [a i , a i+1 [, we have:
Now, we prove that for i = 1, . . . , l, W (k(a i ), a i ) 
Succ is a point which is 8−adjacent but not 4−adjacent to (0, 0). But in this case, and depending on the orientation of the loop π, if β
Indeed, up to a choice of an orientation for the loop reduced to a 2 × 2 square, it is clear that the projection of the voxels P c (a 0 )
Pred and P c (a l ) Succ will both belong either respectively to Right(P π (k(a 0 ))) and Right(P π (k(a l ))) or to Left(P π (k(a 0 ))) and Left(P π (k(a l ))). In the case when 
Proof of Lemma 4.4: In Figure 6 are depicted up to a choice of a point p and a choice of a parameterization all the simple loops in a 2 × 2 × 2 cube from p to p (the proof when p is any one of the 7 other voxels in the cube is similar).
In this proof we only have to show that L π,c = 0 when π is one of the loops (a) . . . (i). Then, using Proposition 3.4 and the fact that any other loop of Figure 6 can be obtained by insertion/deletion of loops (a) . . . (i) we will achieve to prove that L π,c = 0 when π is any of the loops of Figure 6 .
In the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have already proved that L π,c = 0 when π is one of the loops of figures (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) (indeed, c, as an 18−path, is also a 26−path).
-Cases of the figures 6(g), (h) and (i):
The proof in these cases is similar to the case of Figure 6 Now, it is left to the reader to check that any of the 15 other simple loops can be obtained by a sequence of insertions or deletions of loops like (a), . . . , (i). Then, we obtain that L π,c = 0 when π is any kind of loop depicted in Figure 6 .
As an example, we only give here the sequence of simple loops insertion/deletion of the kind (a) . . . (i) which leads from the path reduced to the voxel a to the path depicted in Figure 9 . Proof of Lemma 4.7: Let c be a 26−triangle. We first consider the case when exactly two voxels of c have the same projection (the case when all the voxels have the same projection immediately implies that L π,c = 0). We suppose that two voxels of c = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 0 ) have the same projection. Without loss of generality, we suppose that P(x 1 ) = P(x 2 ). Now, for any 6−path π we have L π,c = L 
Pred , P c (i(k)) Succ } or because P(y k ) = P(y k−1 ).
Similarly, we observe that W 
